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Our Gang Feb 06 2024
John Wayne: The Life and Legend Mar 15 2022 This revelatory biography shows how both the facts and fictions about John Wayne illuminate his singular
life.
Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 2004 Jan 30 2021 Offers readers a comprehensive reference to the world of film, including more than six thousand
DVD titles, along with information on performers, ratings, running times, and helpful features.
Leonard Maltin's 2015 Movie Guide Jul 31 2023 NEARLY 16,000 ENTRIES INCLUDING 300+ NEW ENTRIES AND MORE THAN 13,000 DVD
LISTINGS Summer blockbusters and independent sleepers; masterworks of Alfred Hitchcock, Billy Wilder, and Martin Scorsese; the timeless comedy of the
Marx Brothers and Buster Keaton; animated classics from Walt Disney and Pixar; the finest foreign films ever made. This 2015 edition covers the modern era,
from 1965 to the present, while including all the great older films you can’t afford to miss—and those you can—from box-office smashes to cult classics to
forgotten gems to forgettable bombs, listed alphabetically, and complete with all the essential information you could ask for. NEW: • Nearly 16,000 capsule
movie reviews, with 300+ new entries • More than 25,000 DVD and video listings • Up-to-date list of mail-order and online sources for buying and renting
DVDs and videos MORE: • Official motion picture code ratings from G to NC-17 • Old and new theatrical and video releases rated **** to BOMB • Exact
running times—an invaluable guide for recording and for discovering which movies have been edited • Reviews of little-known sleepers, foreign films, rarities,
and classics • Leonard’s personal list of Must-See Movies • Date of release, running time, director, stars, MPAA ratings, color or black and white • Concise
summary, capsule review, and four-star-to-BOMB rating system • Precise information on films shot in widescreen format • Symbols for DVDs, videos, and
laserdiscs • Completely updated index of leading actors
Edgar G. Ulmer Aug 08 2021 Edgar G. Ulmer is perhaps best known today for Detour, considered by many to be the epitome of a certain noir style that
transcends its B-list origins. But in his lifetime he never achieved the celebrity of his fellow Austrian and German émigré directors—Billy Wilder, Otto
Preminger, Fred Zinnemann, and Robert Siodmak. Despite early work with Max Reinhardt and F. W. Murnau, his auspicious debut with Siodmak on their
celebrated Weimar classic People on Sunday, and the success of films like Detour and Ruthless, Ulmer spent most of his career as an itinerant filmmaker



earning modest paychecks for films that have either been overlooked or forgotten. In this fascinating and well-researched account of a career spent on the
margins of Hollywood, Noah Isenberg provides the little-known details of Ulmer’s personal life and a thorough analysis of his wide-ranging, eclectic
films—features aimed at minority audiences, horror and sci-fi flicks, genre pictures made in the U.S. and abroad. Isenberg shows that Ulmer’s unconventional
path was in many ways more typical than that of his more famous colleagues. As he follows the twists and turns of Ulmer’s fortunes, Isenberg also conveys a
new understanding of low-budget filmmaking in the studio era and beyond.
Art of Selling Movies Sep 20 2022 Presenting 60 years of newspaper advertising for motion pictures great and small, this book features ads created by
Hollywood and adapted by local and regional exhibitors that motivated patrons to leave their homes, part with precious income, and spend time in the dark.
Because of the high stakes involved, theater operators used wildly creative means to make that happen. They made movie advertising equal parts art and
psychology, appealing to every human instinct in an effort to push product and keep their theatres in business. From the pen-and-ink masterpieces of the 1920s
and 30s to location-specific folk art to ad space jam-packed with enticements for every member of the family, the book dissects the psyche of the American
movie-going public and the advertisers seeking to push just the right buttons.
Leonard Maltin's Movie Crazy Nov 10 2021 "Portions of this book originally appeared in issues of Leonard Maltin's movie crazy"--T.p. verso.
Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide 2015 May 29 2023 Offers readers a comprehensive reference to the world of film, including more than thirteen thousand DVD
titles, along with information on performers, ratings, running times, plots, and helpful features.
Endless Love May 05 2021 The impassioned love of two teenagers leaves a path of destruction in its perilous wake Seventeen-year-old David Axelrod is
consumed with his love for Jade Butterfield. So when Jade’s father exiles him from their home, David does the only thing he thinks is rational: He burns down
their house. Sentenced to a psychiatric institution, David’s obsession metastasizes, and upon his release, he sets out to win the Butterfields back by any means
necessary. Brilliantly written and intensely sexual, Endless Love is the deeply moving story of a first love so powerful that it becomes dangerous—not only for
the young lovers, but for their families as well. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Scott Spencer, including rare photos from the author’s personal
collection.
The Survival of American Silent Feature Films, 1912-1929 Apr 03 2021 "Commissioned for and sponsored by the National Film Preservation Board."
The Little Rascals Nov 22 2022 When originally published in 1977 as Our Gang, this book sold over 52,000 copies. This new edition, with an extensive amount
of fresh material, will prove irresistible to all fans of the most popular film series of all time. Includes updated biographical entries on the cast and crew and
complete entries on every single film, with story synopses, production credits, cast lists, critiques, and more. 397 photographs.
The Movie Business Book Aug 20 2022 Tapping experts in an industry experiencing major disruptions, The Movie Business Book is the authoritative,
comprehensive sourcebook, covering online micro-budget movies to theatrical tentpoles. This book pulls back the veil of secrecy on producing, marketing, and
distributing films, including business models, dealmaking, release windows, revenue streams, studio accounting, DIY online self-distribution and more. First-
hand insider accounts serve as primary references involving negotiations, management decisions, workflow, intuition and instinct. The Movie Business Book is
an essential guide for those launching or advancing careers in the global media marketplace.
Leonard Maltin's 2015 Movie Guide Apr 27 2023 Now that Netflix and Hulu can deliver thousands of movies at the touch of a button, the only question is:
What should I watch?
I Wear the Black Hat Oct 10 2021 One-of-a-kind cultural critic and New York Times bestselling author Chuck Klosterman “offers up great facts, interesting
cultural insights, and thought-provoking moral calculations in this look at our love affair with the anti-hero” (New York magazine). Chuck Klosterman, “The
Ethicist” for The New York Times Magazine, has walked into the darkness. In I Wear the Black Hat, he questions the modern understanding of villainy. When
we classify someone as a bad person, what are we really saying, and why are we so obsessed with saying it? How does the culture of malevolence operate? What
was so Machiavellian about Machiavelli? Why don’t we see Bernhard Goetz the same way we see Batman? Who is more worthy of our vitriol—Bill Clinton or



Don Henley? What was O.J. Simpson’s second-worst decision? And why is Klosterman still haunted by some kid he knew for one week in 1985? Masterfully
blending cultural analysis with self-interrogation and imaginative hypotheticals, I Wear the Black Hat delivers perceptive observations on the complexity of the
antihero (seemingly the only kind of hero America still creates). As the Los Angeles Times notes: “By underscoring the contradictory, often knee-jerk ways we
encounter the heroes and villains of our culture, Klosterman illustrates the passionate but incomplete computations that have come to define American
culture—and maybe even American morality.” I Wear the Black Hat is a rare example of serious criticism that’s instantly accessible and really, really funny.
The Animated Man Jan 13 2022 Film and televsion.
Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide Jan 05 2024 Now updated and revised for 2009, Maltin's guide is most authoritative book in the field, and now contains more
entries than ever before. It includes more than 17,000 entries as well as 10,000 DVD and 14,000 video entries. Original.
In Search of the Third Man Sep 01 2023 (Limelight). Half a century after its opening, The Third Man remains an unquestioned masterpiece of film artistry and,
for many, the greatest British movie ever made. Whether it is Harry Lime's magical first appearance or the celebrated cuckoo clock speech or the climactic chase
through the sewers beneath Vienna or the haunting theme music of Anton Karas, the film contains some of the most memorable moments in screen history.
Drawing on both contemporary documents and accounts of the people involved, In Search of The Third Man explores the many myths that over the years have
grown around this extraordinary film, and seeks to unravel the facts from the fiction. "...you'll want to read The Third Man...The story of the film's creation is as
intriguing as the film itself" Leonard Maltin, Playboy
Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide Mar 07 2024 Previously published as Leonard Maltin’s 2015 Movie Guide, this capstone edition includes a new Introduction
by the author. (Note: No new reviews have been added to this edition) Now that streaming services like Netflix and Hulu can deliver thousands of movies at the
touch of a button, the only question is: What should I watch? Summer blockbusters and independent sleepers; the masterworks of Alfred Hitchcock, Billy
Wilder, and Martin Scorsese; the timeless comedy of the Marx Brothers and Woody Allen; animated classics from Walt Disney and Pixar; the finest foreign
films ever made. This capstone edition covers the modern era while including all the great older films you can’t afford to miss—and those you can—from box-
office smashes to cult classics to forgotten gems to forgettable bombs, listed alphabetically, and complete with all the essential information you could ask for.
With nearly 16,000 entries and more than 13,000 DVD listings, Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide remains “head and shoulders above the rest.” (The New York
Times) Also included are a list of mail-order and online sources for buying and renting DVDs and videos, official motion picture code ratings from G to NC-17,
and Leonard's list of recommended films.
Titanic, First Accounts Jun 17 2022 Fascinating firsthand accounts of the Titanic—in a deluxe package with gorgeous graphic cover art The Titanic, First
Accounts graphic deluxe edition compiles first hand accounts, testimonies, and letters by notable Titanic survivors, including Archibald Gracie, Lawrence
Beesley, Elizabeth W. Shutes, and the "unsinkable" Molly Brown. Full of historically accurate details and an afterword by the grandson of Lawrence Beesley,
Titanic Survivors and author of The Loss of the S.S. Titanic, it will be the gift to give die-hard Titanic buffs. Authoritative, commemorative and in a striking,
luxurious package with and introduction by Titanic enthusiast and expert, Tim Maltin, this will be the authoritative work on the disaster. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
The Great Movie Shorts Dec 24 2022
The Best Film You've Never Seen Jul 19 2022 Thirty-five directors reveal which overlooked or critically savaged films they believe deserve a larger audience
while offering advice on how to watch each film.
Leonard Maltin's 2013 Movie Guide Apr 08 2024 NEW More than 16,000 capsule movie reviews, with more than 300 new entries NEW More than 13,000
DVD and 13,000 video listings NEW Up-to-date list of mail-order and online sources for buying and renting DVDs and videos NEW Completely updated index



of leading performers MORE Official motion picture code ratings from G to NC-17 MORE Old and new theatrical and video releases rated **** to BOMB
MORE Exact running times—an invaluable guide for recording and for discovering which movies have been edited MORE Reviews of little-known sleepers,
foreign films, rarities, and classics AND Leonard's personal list of fifty notable debut features Summer blockbusters and independent sleepers; masterworks of
Alfred Hitchcock, Billy Wilder, and Martin Scorsese; the timeless comedy of the Marx Brothers and Buster Keaton; animated classics from Walt Disney and
Pixar; the finest foreign films ever made. This 2013 edition covers the modern era, from 1965 to the present, while including all the great older films you can’t
afford to miss—and those you can—from box-office smashes to cult classics to forgotten gems to forgettable bombs, listed alphabetically, and complete with all
the essential information you could ask for. • Date of release, running time, director, stars, MPAA ratings, color or black and white • Concise summary, capsule
review, and four-star-to-BOMB rating system • Precise information on films shot in widescreen format • Symbols for DVD s, videos, and laserdiscs •
Completely updated index of leading actors • Up-to-date list of mail-order and online sources for buying and renting DVDs and videos
The Speed of Sound Jul 07 2021 It was the end of an era. It was a turbulent, colorful, and altogether remarkable period, four short years in which America’s most
popular industry reinvented itself. Here is the epic story of the transition from silent films to talkies, that moment when movies were totally transformed and the
American public cemented its love affair with Hollywood. As Scott Eyman demonstrates in his fascinating account of this exciting era, it was a time when
fortunes, careers, and lives were made and lost, when the American film industry came fully into its own. In this mixture of cultural and social history that is
both scholarly and vastly entertaining, Eyman dispels the myths and gives us the missing chapter in the history of Hollywood, the ribbon of dreams by which
America conquered the world.
Out of the Inkwell Jun 29 2023 Max Fleischer (1883–1972) was for years considered Walt Disney’s only real rival in the world of cartoon animation. The man
behind the creation of such legendary characters as Betty Boop and the animation of Popeye the Sailor and Superman, Fleischer asserted himself as a major
player in the development of Hollywood entertainment. Out of the Inkwell: Max Fleischer and the Animation Revolution is a vivid portrait of the life and world
of a man who shaped the look of cartoon animation. Also interested in technical innovation, Fleischer invented the rotoscope—a device that helped track live
action and allowed his cartoons to revolutionize the way animated characters appeared and moved on-screen. In the 1920s, Fleischer created a series of “Out of
the Inkwell” films, which led to a deal with Paramount. Their character KoKo the Clown introduced new animation effects by growing out of Fleischer’s pen
on-screen. As the sound revolution hit film, the studio produced shorts featuring the characters interacting with songs and with the now-famous bouncing ball
that dances across lyrics projected on the screen. Max Fleischer’s story is also one of a creative genius struggling to fit in with the changing culture of golden
age cinema. Out of the Inkwell captures the twists and turns, the triumphs and disappointments, and most of all the breathless energy of a life vibrantly lived in
the world of animation magic.
Movie Comedy Teams Jan 25 2023
Frozen in Ice: The Story of Walt Disney Productions, 1966-1985 Oct 22 2022 When Walt Disney died in 1966, many predicted that it might be the end of
Walt Disney Productions, but Walt had a number of ideas and concepts that lasted well into the next decade. He also left behind a well-established group of
workers that hoped to continually answer the question, “What would Walt do?” with more magical creations that would dazzle and delight. With this book,
author and historian Mark Arnold explores the major accomplishments of Walt Disney Productions during the years 1966 – 1985, paying particular attention to
their theatrical film output, but also discussing the various new theme park attractions and the TV shows produced during that period. Things went well until the
mid-1970s, when ideas started to run thin and repetition set in, causing shrinking box office success. By the 1980s, threats of corporate takeover were knocking
at their door, at which time change had become unavoidable if Disney were to survive as an independent company. Disney had to change their already outdated
methods of making movies and running a movie studio geared solely towards family entertainment. As a result, Michael Eisner took over and retooled Disney
into the mega-empire that it is today. This is the story after Walt and before Michael…
Charlie Chaplin's Red Letter Days May 17 2022 By the end of 1914, Charlie Chaplin had become the most popular actor in films, and reporters were clamoring



for interviews with the comedy sensation. But no reporter had more access than Fred Goodwins. A British actor who joined Chaplin’s stock company in early
1915, Goodwins began writing short accounts of life at the studio and submitted them to publications. In February 1916 the British magazine Red Letter
published the first of what became a series of more than thirty-five of Goodwins’s articles. Written in breezy prose, the articles cover a two-year period during
which Chaplin’s popularity and creativity reached new heights. Only one copy of the complete series is known to exist, and its recent rediscovery marks a
significant find for Chaplin fans. Charlie Chaplin’s Red Letter Days: At Work with the Comic Genius is a vivid account of the ebb and flow of life at the
Chaplin studio. Goodwins was an astute observer who deepens our understanding of Chaplin’s artistry and sheds new light on his personality. He also provides
charming and revealing portraits of Chaplin’s unsung collaborators, such as his beloved costar Edna Purviance, his burly nemesis Eric Campbell, and other
familiar faces that populate his films. Goodwins depicts Chaplin in the white heat of artistic creation, an indefatigable imp entertaining and inspiring the
company on the set. He also describes gloomy, agonizing periods when Chaplin was paralyzed with indecision or exhaustion, or simply frustrated that it was
raining and they couldn’t shoot. Reproduced here for the first time, the articles have been edited by film historian David James and annotated by Chaplin expert
Dan Kamin to highlight their revelations. Illustrated with a selection of rare images that reflect the Chaplin craze, including posters, sheet music, and magazine
covers, Charlie Chaplin’s Red Letter Days provides a fascinating excursion into the private world of the iconic superstar whose films move and delight
audiences to this day. It will appeal to movie fans, comedy buffs, and anyone who wants to know what really went on behind the scenes with Chaplin and his
crew.
Star Wars: The Galaxy's Greatest Villains Dec 12 2021 Curated from the pages of Star Wars Insider, go behind the scenes to discover how the most
terrifying Star Wars villains were brought to the screen in this incredible collection of in-depth interviews and articles. The actors and filmmakers behind 15 of
Star Wars' most popular villains discuss the process behind creating some of the most iconic characters in cinematic history. Includes David Prowse (Darth
Vader), Ray Park (Darth Maul), and Ian McDiarmid (Emperor Palpatine), with input from George Lucas (the creator of Star Wars), Lawrence Kasdan (writer:
The Empire Strikes Back, Return of the Jedi and The Force Awakens), J.J. Abrams (writer, director: The Force Awakens and The Rise of Skywalker), to name
just a few.
Leonard Maltin's Classic Movie Guide Oct 02 2023 Covers thousands of films, from the silent era through 1965, including The Birth of a Nation, The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari, Grand Illusion, The Maltese Falcon (all three versions: 1931, 1936, and 1941), Singin' in the Rain, and Godzilla, King of the Monsters! This
comprehensive guide has expanded star and director indexes, more foreign films, and capsule reviews of little-known and forgotten films.
Leonard Maltin's 2014 Movie Guide Nov 03 2023 Summer blockbusters and independent sleepers; masterworks of Alfred Hitchcock, Billy Wilder, and Martin
Scorsese; the timeless comedy of the Marx Brothers and Buster Keaton; animated classics from Walt Disney and Pixar; the finest foreign films ever made. This
2014 edition covers the modern era, from 1965 to the present, while including all the great older films you can’t afford to miss—and those you can—from box-
office smashes to cult classics to forgotten gems to forgettable bombs, listed alphabetically, and complete with all the essential information you could ask for.
NEW Nearly 16,000 capsule movie reviews, with more than 300 new entries NEW More than 25,000 DVD and video listings NEW Up-to-date list of mail-
order and online sources for buying and renting DVDs and videos NEW Completely updated index of leading performers MORE Official motion picture code
ratings from G to NC-17 MORE Old and new theatrical and video releases rated **** to BOMB MORE Exact running times—an invaluable guide for recording
and for discovering which movies have been edited MORE Reviews of little-known sleepers, foreign films, rarities, and classics AND Leonard’s all-new
personal recommendations for movie lovers • Date of release, running time, director, stars, MPAA ratings, color or black-and-white • Concise summary, capsule
review, and four-star-to-BOMB rating system • Precise information on films shot in widescreen format • Symbols for DVDs, videos, and laserdiscs •
Completely updated index of leading actors • Up-to-date list of mail-order and online sources for buying and renting DVDs and videos
The Great American Broadcast Dec 04 2023 This account of the Golden Age of Radio offers behind the scenes stories about Orson Welles, Lucille Ball, Jack
Benny, and many more stars, as well as the histories of radio soap operas, westerns and other shows. Includes hundreds of personal interviews and more than



125 rare photos and illustrations.
The New York Times Guide to the Best 1,000 Movies Ever Made Jun 05 2021 From the film critics of The New York Times come these uncut, original
reviews of the most popular and influential movies ever made -- from the Talkies to blockbuster megahits like Chicago and The Wizard of Oz; from timeless
classics like Casablanca and Notorious, to beloved foreign films by Truffaut and Kurosawa, Fellini and Almodovar. The reviews, eloquent, incisive, and
intuitive, reflect Hollywood history at its best -- must-have reading for movie lovers or Students. In addition, this essential volume includes: * Full cast and
production credits for every movie * The ''10 Best" lists for every year from 1931 to the present * An index of films by genre, and an index of foreign films by
country of origin. This edition is thoroughly updated to include all the important movies of the past several years, as well as a new introduction by A Times film
critic, A. O. Scott.
Hooked on Hollywood Feb 23 2023
American Showman Jan 01 2021 Samuel ÒRoxyÓ Rothafel (1882Ð1936) built an influential and prolific career as film exhibitor, stage producer, radio
broadcaster, musical arranger, theater manager, war propagandist, and international celebrity. He helped engineer the integration of film, music, and live
performance in silent film exhibition; scored early Fox Movietone films such as Sunrise (1927); pioneered the convergence of film, broadcasting, and music
publishing and recording in the 1920s; and helped movies and moviegoing become the dominant form of mass entertainment between the world wars. The first
book devoted to RothafelÕs multifaceted career, American Showman examines his role as the key purveyor of a new film exhibition aesthetic that appropriated
legitimate theater, opera, ballet, and classical music to attract multi-class audiences. Roxy scored motion pictures, produced enormous stage shows, managed
many of New YorkÕs most important movie houses, directed and/or edited propaganda films for the American war effort, produced short and feature-length
films, exhibited foreign, documentary, independent, and avant-garde motion pictures, and expanded the conception of mainstream, commercial cinema. He was
also one of the chief creators of the radio variety program, pioneering radio broadcasting, promotions, and tours. The producers and promoters of distinct themes
and styles, showmen like Roxy profoundly remade the moviegoing experience, turning the deluxe motion picture theater into a venue for exhibiting and
producing live and recorded entertainment. RoxyÕs interest in media convergence also reflects a larger moment in which the entertainment industry began to
create brands and franchises, exploit them through content release Òevents,Ó and give rise to feature films, soundtracks, broadcasts, live performances, and
related consumer products. Regularly cited as one of the twelve most important figures in the film and radio industries, Roxy was instrumental to the
development of film exhibition and commercial broadcasting, musical accompaniment, and a new, convergent entertainment industry.
The 100 Greatest Looney Tunes Cartoons Apr 15 2022 Celebrate the best of Looney Tunes cartoons, just in time for Bugs Bunny’s 80th birthday! In a world of
rascally rabbits, megalomaniacal ducks, and stuttering pigs, what defines greatness? This question was posed to thousands of cartoon fans, historians, and
animators to create The 100 Greatest Looney Tunes Cartoons, the definitive Looney Tunes collection. Jerry Beck and the Cartoon Brew team of animation
experts reveal the amusing anecdotes and secret origins behind such classics as “What’s Opera, Doc?,” “One Froggy Evening,” and “Duck Dodgers in the 24½th
Century.” Featuring more than 300 pieces of original art from private collectors and the Warner Bros. archives, The 100 Greatest Looney Tunes Cartoons settles
the debate on the best of the best, and poses a new question: Is your favorite one of the greatest?
The Three Stooges Sep 08 2021 Pauley documents the sites of the Stooges' most famous Columbia Pictures short films made in and around Hollywood between
1934 and 1958. Archival photographs, candid shots, vintage publicity still, and screen captures from films are compared to contemporary photographs to provide
a treasure trove of memorabilia for Stooges fans.
The Movie Guide Mar 03 2021 From The Big Sleep to Babette's Feast, from Lawrence of Arabia to Drugstore Cowboy, The Movie Guide offers the inside
word on 3,500 of the best motion pictures ever made. James Monaco is the president and founder of BASELINE, the world's leading supplier of information to
the film and television industries. Among his previous books are The Encyclopedia of Film, American Film Now, and How to Read a Film.
DVD and Video Guide 2007 Feb 11 2022 Rates thousands of movies and offers easy reference through genre categorization and title, star, and director indexes.



The "It's a Wonderful Life" Book Nov 30 2020 Tells the entire story of the film's production and presents us with an extraordinary wealth of original material.
More than 200 photos.
Time Out Film Guide Mar 27 2023 This annual edition of the Time Out Film Guide, now updated to include over 12,000 films, covers every area of world
cinema: classic silents and thirties comedies, documentaries and the avant-garde, French and Japanese cinema, Hollywood mainstream and B-rated horror films.
Time Out's extraordinarily strong international coverage includes award listings for the Berlin, Venice, and Cannes festivals as well as the Oscar winners since
1927. Fully cross-referenced with extensive indexes covering films by country, genre, subject, director, and actor, this is the ultimate guide for movie lovers of
all inclinations. Combining a wealth of practical information -- director, cast, alternative titles, running time, release date -- with thirty years of authoritative
analyses from 207 Time Out reviewers, this A-to-Z directory delivers honest, incisive, informed, and contentious criticism. The seventh edition includes 700
new reviews from every genre of world cinema and, for the first time, a readers' poll of all-time top-ten films.
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